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D-stability from a
numerical point of view

R. Pavani ∗

1 Introduction
A matrix A is called (positive) D-stable if DA is positive stable, i.e. all eigenvalues
have strictly positive real parts, for all positive diagonal matrices D. The concept
of D-stability of a matrix was first introduced in mathematical economics [1].

An “ecological” example of D-stability is provided by a community described
by Lotka-Volterra population equations. Then, for the matrix of interaction co-
efficients, the D-stability implies that the stability of the positive equilibrium is
preserved under any variation of the equilibrium values of population size. As
this concept revealed useful in large-scale systems and in multiparameter singular
perturbations, a lot of literature studied this problem (see, for example, [6] and
references herein), but an effective method for characterizing D-stability still lacks.
For matrices of the second and third orders, constructive necessary and sufficient
conditions are known [5]. For the fourth order a constructive stability criterion by
the well-known Routh-Hurwitz theorem is presented in both [4] and [7], from dif-
ferent points of view; however practical applications of both criteria are too costly
for matrices of higher order. Recently in [6] an amount of thirteenth sufficient con-
ditions, involving a number of important matrices, is presented. However until now
the D-stability property looks not to be investigated in its numerical consequences.
Here we choose this unusual numerical approach.

Indeed from a numerical point of view a main question arises: let A be D-
stable, what happens when ill-conditioning occurs? This paper is devoted to
answer this question.
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2 Ill-conditioning for D-stable matrices
In order to study how ill-conditioning affects the D-stability property of a given
matrix, at first we recall some well-established theoretical definitions about D-
stability and then we present some examples which show how the theoretical D-
stability property is not preserved numerically when ill-conditioning occurs in some
way.

Definition 1. Let Mn(IR) be the set of square n × n matrices over the field IR
of real numbers, and let σ(A) denote the spectrum of a matrix A ∈ Mn(IR). The
matrix A is said to be (positive) stable if Re λ > 0 for any λ ∈ σ(A).

Let Dn be the set of n×n diagonal matrices with positive entries on the main
diagonal.

Definition 2. A matrix A ∈ Mn(IR) is said to be D-stable if the product DA is
stable for all D ∈ Dn.

That a D-stable matrix is also stable is easily shown if D = I, the n × n
identity matrix.

In the concept of D-stability three different matrices are involved: the given
matrix A, the generic diagonal matrix D and their product DA. It is easy to see that
ill-conditioning for eigenvalue problem can occur to both A and DA. Obviously any
diagonal matrix D is well-conditioned for the eigenvalue problem, however it could
present elements dangerously close to zero; so we have to take even this problem
under consideration. In the following, we present some significant examples of D-
stable matrices where numerical problems appear. The first two examples refer to
ill-conditioning, respectively for matrix A and matrix DA; the third one refers to
the numerical behavior of matrix D alone. Here we do not go into details about the
meaning of ill-conditioning for the eigenvalue problem; about it we suggest [2] and
[9].
All the computation were carried out by MATLAB, which exhibits a machine pre-
cision of the order of 10−16.
In the following we denote d1, d2, d3, . . . , dn, i = 1, . . . , n, the nonnull elements of
the diagonal matrix D of order n× n.

Example 1. Let us consider the following matrix

A =




1 0 −a 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1


 (1)

where a is a real parameter. This is a well known matrix and in [4] it is proved that
A is D-stable for a ≥ −1.

But what about the conditioning?
For a = 10−14 the maximum eigenvalue condition number is 1E + 14 and the
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condition number of the eigenvector matrix is 2.2E + 14 : this means that for A
the eigenvalue problem is very ill-conditioned. Then if we choose d1 = 1E + 12,
d2 = 2E + 5, d3 = 3E − 9, d4 = 4E − 1, we obtain for the eigenvalues of DA the
following values:

λ1 = 4E − 1, λ2 = 2E + 1, λ3 = 0, λ4 = 1E + 12.

We emphasize that for DA the eigenvalue problem is well-conditioned (i.e. for DA
the maximum eigenvalue condition number is 1.4142).
We remark that the third eigenvalue is not an approximated value.

Therefore we conclude that the matrix A is not numerically D-stable within
the used precision because the real parts of the eigenvalues of DA are not strictly
positive for all positive diagonal matrices D. Indeed the fact that one of the eigen-
values is equal to zero is in concordance with the fact that the matrix DA is singular
within the used precision (its condition number is 4.7E + 20).

Example 2. We consider the same matrix as in Example 1, but another value for
a, that is a = 2.
In this case the maximum eigenvalue condition number is 1.5, therefore for A the
eigenvalue problem is well-conditioned. Then if among all the possible values, we
choose d1 = 1.5E+12, d2 = 25, d3 = 1.5E−9, d4 = 5, we obtain for the eigenvalues
of DA the following values:

λ1 = 5, λ2 = 25, λ3 = 1.5E + 12, λ4 = −1.2E− 4.

For DA the eigenvalue problem is now quite ill-conditioned; indeed for DA the
maximum eigenvalue condition number is 5.9E +4 and the condition number of the
eigenvector matrix is 1.2E + 5. This means that there are nearly dependent eigen-
vectors; therefore numerical problems can arise in solving the eigenvalue problem.
The matrix DA is singular within used precision (its condition number is 7E +21);
therefore we expect at least one null eigenvalue within the used precision but we do
not find it exactly as the eigenvalue problem is not well-conditioned. Therefore we
have to consider the fourth eigenvalue equal to zero with three correct digits only.

As a counterexample, let us maintain the same matrix A and choose d1 =
9.3E + 2, d2 = 9.1E + 2, d3 = 4.1E + 1, d4 = 8.9E + 2. Then the matrix DA is not
singular and for DA the maximum eigenvalue condition number is 2.6; therefore no
ill-conditioning occurs. As expected all the eigenvalues of DA have strictly positive
real parts.

Again we conclude that the matrix A is not numerically D-stable within the
used precision because the real parts of the eigenvalues of DA are not strictly pos-
itive for all positive diagonal matrices D.

We remark that when DA becomes numerically singular the property of D-
stability for A is not preserved any longer. We have shown that sometimes ill-
conditioning makes matrix DA to be numerically singular, so in practice ill-condi-
tioning prevents matrix A to be numerically D−stable.
However ill-conditioning for matrix A and matrix DA are substantially different:
the first one can be checked very easily, whereas the second one cannot be verified
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in a finite number of steps; moreover it cannot be numerically excluded neither for
well-conditioned matrices which are theoretically proved to be D-stable, like matrix
A in this Example 2.

Example 3. Let us consider A the Pascal matrix 9×9; it is symmetric and positive
definite, therefore it is D−stable [3].

We built the Pascal matrix using the command pascal by MATLAB so that
the matrix presents the first row with elements equal to 1, the second row with
elements that are integers from 1 to 9, and so on.
Then if among all the possible values, we choose d1 = 8.6E − 14, d2 = 5.7E − 14,
d3 = 9.8E − 14, d4 = 7.9E − 14, d5 = 1.5E − 14 d6 = 8.3E − 14, d7 = 1.9E − 14,
d8 = 6.4E − 14, d9 = 6.7E − 14, we obtain for the eigenvalues of DA the following
values:

λ1 = 1E − 9, λ2 = 2.4E − 11, λ3 = 1.9E − 12, . . . λ4 = 3.1E − 13,

λ5 = 7.4E − 14, λ6 = 1.3E − 14, λ7 = 1.2E − 15, . . .

λ8 = 1.2E− 16, λ9 = 1.7E− 18.

In this case both A and DA are well-conditioned for the eigenvalue problem, as the
maximum condition number is, respectively, 1 and 1.3; moreover matrix DA is far
from singularity (its condition number is 8.2E + 8).
Nevertheless, from a numerical point of view, λ8 and λ9 have to be considered equal
to zero within the used precision; therefore again it seems that matrix A cannot be
considered numerically D−stable.
However in this case the numerical behavior is not due to any ill-conditioning, but
it can be explained by the fact that the elements di, i = 1, 2, . . . , 9, are all of the
order of 10−14, very close to the used machine precision; therefore a kind of dan-
gerous rescaling happens and this is the reason why some eigenvalues numerically
annihilate.

Indeed if we use for di the same numerical values, but with a different order
(say 10−12), all the eigenvalues exhibit strictly positive real parts, as expected.

To study better this case we can resort to the matrix sign of A, denoted as
sgn(A). For any matrix A with no eigenvalues lying on the imaginary axis in the
complex plane, sgn(A) is defined as the diagonal matrix whose elements are as many
+1 as eigenvalues of A with positive real parts and as many −1 as eigenvalues of A
with negative real parts. It is proved (e.g. [8]) that the sequence defined as follows:

A1 = A

Ak+1 = (Ak + A−1
k )/2 k = 1, 2, . . .

converges (quickly) to sgn(A).
For the matrix DA considered in this example, we built the sequence Ak+1,

with A1 = DA; actually for k = 80, we obtained Ak+1 as a diagonal matrix with
all nonnull elements equal to 1; this means that the matrix A has to be considered
a numerically D-stable matrix.
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3 Conclusion
We have presented some significant examples which enlighten discordance between
the numerical behavior and the expected theoretical one for some matrices, whose
D-stability is theoretically proved.

These events cannot be disregarded; so we propose that a slightly different
definition of D-stability is accepted from a numerical point of view.

A matrix A ∈ Mn(IR) is said to be numerically D-stable if it is well-conditioned
for the eigenvalue problem and the product DA is stable for all D ∈ Dn, which do
not make DA ill-conditioned for the eigenvalue problem.

Using this definition of numerical D-stability, we can recover Example 2 (and,
obviously, Example 3) and state that those matrices are not only theoretically but
also numerically D-stable; on the contrary matrices of the kind of that one presented
in Example 1 are to be considered D-stable just from a theoretical point of view,
but not from a numerical point of view. We remark that even using this proposed
definition of numerical D-stability, the set of numerical D-stable matrices reveals a
subset of the set of the D-stable matrices theoretically defined.

Acknowledgement The author is indebted to Lidia Aceto for fruitful dis-
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